
Deloitte Forensic: Discovery services
Obtaining significant insights from unstructured data
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Our approach to the eDiscovery process

Our applied eDiscovery method ensures precise tracking of evidence from the first intake of devices and data to 
the final produced relevant documents during investigations, litigation activities and disputes, regulatory 
inquiries, etc. During the entire eDiscovery process, all data is hosted in our local Copenhagen datacentre secured 
with multiple layers of physical and software security, server and storage redundancy to guarantee excellent 
uptimes and an efficient and structured review process through our document review platform, Relativity. 
Through the powerful machine learning technologies in Brainspace, we also offer our clients the possibility of 
obtaining additional insights into relevant documents and files to establish facts in the case. 

We assist during all phases of the eDiscovery life cycle, including the review phase if needed, to ensure a 
structured approach throughout the entire process.

During the Relativity workflow, we leverage advanced 
analytics to enhance the review and to find other 
documents similar to already reviewed and relevant tagged 
documents. This will often speed up the review processes 
significantly, for example by pushing documents with high 
similarity in front of the review queue. 

Advanced analytics can also be applied preliminary to the 
review process. This helps to find related and useful 
concepts and other related terms in respect to the applied 
search term lists to include in the search process or for 
review on an ad-hoc basis. 

Advanced analytics

Understanding documents authored in other languages can 
often be difficult for non-native speakers. With advanced 
translation software, we can translate relevant documents 
between many different languages and preserve the 
document’s native formats and layouts. The translated 
document are available in Relativity.

To keep sensitive information within our perimeter, all 
translations are performed “on premises” in our local 
datacentre so no data is sent to the cloud for any 
translations of relevant documents or files.

Automated translations

The eDiscovery process typically consists of five overall 
phases starting with the data collection and inventorying of 
collected evidence. Data can be collected and extracted from 
a variety of sources. The processing phase deduplicates data 
to reduce data redundancy and to remove immaterial 
documents with no review value. Text data is extracted from 
relevant document types, such as emails, office document 
types and pdf files to make all content searchable. 

eDiscovery workflow

During the closing stages, relevant documents can be 
produced and branded with control numbers, redacted if 
needed and exported as final deliverables and potential 
evidence. This step can also be performed on an ongoing 
basis as the review progresses and areas of concern or 
certain topics are concluded.

We offer Relativity as market-
leading online document review 
platform, where data in the next 
phase is put through the filtering 
and analytics stage and adjusted to 
the scope of the document review. 
Data is typically filtered using 
specific search terms and can be 
culled further by applying selected 
time and data filters, searching for 
certain email accounts, domains or 
other relevant search criteria. The 
filtered documents and files are 
subsequently prepared and 
pushed out for document review, 
often in document batch sets for 
coding according to relevancy and 
potential issues.
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